1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The background of the Study

As we know, that Indonesia is a country that has many objects of tourism especially in north of Sumatera. North of Sumatera has Tourism object more than five different places. One of them is Taman Iman Sidikalang Dairi. Each object has its own characteristic, place and kind of tourism which are different from one to another.

As a young generation, the writer also wants to observe one of the Indonesian tourism objects, namely Taman Iman Sidikalang Dairi in north of Sumatera. Taman Iman is a tourism of religion (wisata Rohani) that is built by Government of Dairi. Because the writer thinks, lately this object has decreased its visitors and it’s important to be thought. The region of the writer is also near from Taman Iman, and the writer knows about Taman Iman. Therefore, The writer is interested to know more about Taman Wisata Iman.

The writer wants to develop that tourism object. This is not easy because each object tourism have norms, and rules, which are different from one to another. The writer has intentionally chosen the title “The Potenciality Found in the Taman Iman to Interest the Tourism” because the writer wants to persuade all people to know more about Taman Iman. The writer also wants to make all people understand what the purpose of government build Taman Iman as tourism object of religion. May be the writer can preserve and maintain the tourism object through her good writing.
Finally, the writer hopes this paper can be useful for reader who want to know where is, understand the purpose, and visit of the Taman Iman and all people who needs it.

1.2 Scope of the Study

As we know that tourism object has each characters which can make people are interested to visit it, so the writer limits her problem discussion namely:

1. why the people decrease to visit of Taman Iman?

2. What is the solution to overcome it?

1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this writing is to know the Taman Iman. In this paper the writer describes the location of Taman Iman, Facilities are in Taman Iman, and how to get in to Taman Iman. Especially the writer describes and explains detailly why the people decrease to visit Taman Iman. The writer also gives and explains of her idea/planning (possibilities) which can be solution to make people more interested to visit Taman Iman again. The writer wants Taman Iman is tourism object Internasional (all the world knows Taman Iman)

1.4 The significance of study

The writer hopes this paper is useful to make all people know where is and like to visit Taman Iman, because Taman Iman is a tourism object that has fifth religion are in indonesia.
1.5 The method of the Study

To finish this paper, the writer has done some research.

Generally, making a paper has three researches namely:

- Field research

  Field research is a kind of research that is used to find a certain data by having survey to the place that we need to know.

- Library research

  Library research is a kind of research that is used to find a certain data by collective some books and journals that relevant with the title.

- Internet research

  Internet research is a kind of research that is collective some data by browsing internet and find out some data that related to the title.